While the concept of translanguaging is a relatively new term in the world of bilingualism and bilingual education, the ideas in the book are not necessarily new. In conversations, the concept of translanguaging has always felt “forced” for me. Translanguaging could be described as “the day-to-day practices [that] provided multiple opportunities for students to have ongoing access to each other’s linguistic, cultural, and cognitive resources, and these practices had consequences that extended beyond the classroom walls” (Gutiérrez et al., 1999). Yet this was a definition used by Gutierrez in the 1990s to describe hybridity and the Third Space. One thing this book does exceptionally well is give names to concepts that have been floating out there as informal or less-known techniques and put them into a functional framework. After reading this book, I was able to adopt new terms to describe the language learning process and was also able to start framing conversations with a new pedagogical and equitable approach for
teachers. In my role as a dual language instructional coach, I have already started to see shifts in teacher beliefs about student strengths and instructional approaches. This book is an empowering resource and I strongly recommend that anyone who works with multilingual students read it.

*The Translanguaging classroom: Leveraging student bilingualism for learning* is crafted to help teachers leverage student strengths, but to do that, the authors build an equity pedagogy that addresses the problems from a political and national level down to classroom techniques. There is transparency about the authors’ interest in changing national and state policy around bilingual instruction. They have a clear agenda of rebranding terms for language learners from a deficit lens of Limited English Proficient (LEP) to descriptions of what students can do—which is in line with the WIDA Consortium and their Can-Do descriptors and the language acquisition process. WIDA’s mission is to advance “academic language development and academic achievement for children and youth who are culturally and linguistically diverse through high quality standards, assessments, research, and professional learning for educators” (WIDA, 2-21-2018). By encouraging this perspective of culture and language, the book allows for teachers to think more holistically about their students and what they come to school with.

From the beginning, the authors call all language learners bilingual regardless of where they are in the language learning progression. They use the term emergent bilingual in place of Non-English Proficient (NEP) and remind the reader, along the way, that they only use the terms LEP and NEP when referencing state or national level wording. The authors’ assertion is that these are deficit-based terms. Throughout the book, the message is made clear that bilingualism is an obvious ideal instead of the ‘mark or stigma of ELL’. This asset-based lens allows for critical analysis of instructional practices that leverage what students bring with them from their home language and culture. The concepts are again in line with hybridity and flexible third spaces (Gutierrez, 1999).

Throughout the text, the authors are consistent in their asset-based approach to language learning. The message that is woven through the entire book is that bilingual children come not with partial language, or limited proficiency, but with an entire language repertoire that is an asset and tool for success. There is no apology in the book for this assumption, but instead the asset approach is built into a framework for closing the achievement gap (or equity gap) and leveraging student strengths for more connected and contextual learning.

The book is laid out in a traditional social science style with concise introductions and conclusions. There are ideas presented such as the *dynamic translanguaging progression*, and pedagogically based suggestions for instruction and assessment around stance, design, and shift. There are concrete tools to use for further discussions about this for teachers and strong guiding questions, activities, and suggestions for taking action at the end of each chapter. It begins by building important concepts that support translanguaging like dynamic translanguaging progression: a flexible model to help teachers understand each student’s bilingualism (Garcia, 2017, pp. 35). This model helps teachers think through the four modes of communication (listening, speaking, reading, writing) in both languages. The models are then followed by concrete suggestions and tools. The authors effectively describe three classroom examples that represent a K-12 spectrum and effectively show how translanguaging can be used in high school content classrooms, middle school English as a Second Language (ESL) classrooms, and in dual language elementary settings.

One key premise is that bilingualism is an asset that educators can use to tap into to
help students achieve in schools. The authors explain that bilingual students come not with two separate languages and two separate skills, but one language repertoire (Garcia, 2017). Their assertion challenges some notions and common practices in ESL and bilingual programs—either dual immersion or transitional—that promote strict separation of languages. One practice that often happens in elementary schools is a transitional model where literacy in the home language is only taught until the student can perform in English and then native language and literacy instruction are stopped. The goal in these programs is typically to exit students out of the bilingual program by third grade. The equity issue with a transitional model becomes evident while digging into the translanguaging pedagogy. If we are not leveraging what students bring with them from home, we are inadvertently preventing students from accessing their cognitive and academic skills in the other language and are therefore continuing to contribute to the achievement gap.

The authors argue that translanguaging is a way to address social justice and meet the academic and social needs of our bilingual students. “Teachers who take up a translanguaging stance open themselves up to the idea that ‘traditional’ classrooms do not always benefit, and may even harm, Latino bilingual students. Transforming a classroom into a translanguaging space means thinking differently about traditional notions of what it looks like to teach, assess, and learn” (Garcia, 2017, pp. 58). If teachers value what students bring with them from home, and leverage the language and background, then students will be more connected to learning and it will be more relevant to them.

I am a native English speaker who speaks Spanish and French as second and third languages. As someone with a multilingual brain, I found the book to be an accurate description of my experience as a language learner by capturing how learners can leverage bilingualism implicitly when allowed to tap into their full language repertoire. It describes what happens while bilingual students are translanguaging, and how different school experiences impact bilingualism. From the teacher lens, I was able to relate to the activities, structures, and experiences of the three classrooms discussed and found the tools that accompanied the book to be directly relevant and immediately applicable to k-12 classroom settings.

That said, there are some issues with the volume. Some terms tap into English and Spanish like the ‘translanguaging corriente’ which describes the language learning process as fluid and moving like a natural current. While I found this and other examples or terms in Spanish to be helpful to anchor to, I did not see use of other languages and wondered if it would be as impactful if the reader were bilingual in a language other than Spanish and English.

The author makes a good point—we need to change how students are talking and are being asked to talk during class. The book is about how to help students learn to use the languages they bring as a whole to gain success and academic achievement. Yet, the point is also problematic when it comes to implementing this change. For any of the ideas and suggestions in the book to work, students need to be allowed and encouraged to talk more to begin with in classroom settings. In particular, in secondary schools, it is still predominantly the teacher doing the talking, and is its own form of educational inequity by limiting student opportunity for verbal processing. Following the flexible and fluid translanguaging pedagogy may require a paradigm shift for teachers still carrying the bulk of the cognitive and language load for students.

While there may have been a handful of issues to consider while reading, The translanguaging classroom: Leveraging student
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bilingualism for learning, is a strong reminder of the need to directly address, honor, and build upon what students bring with them from their lives outside of school and it offers the framework and tools for teachers to do this. In short, this book was a fast but dense read and can be consumed as a whole or chunked in parts for easier digestion. It is full of ideas that can be developed further. One concrete tool and accompanying idea that linger for further exploration is around how we represent a student’s language repertoire visually to guide instruction. School leaders and policy makers would benefit greatly from the pedagogical approaches that will empower experienced and novice teachers alike to improve student learning for all bilingual students—regardless of level, language background, socioeconomic status, race, ethnicity or nationality.
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